
English 

In English, Year 5 have continued to study ‘The Eye of the Wolf’ and have 

been using drama and freeze-frames to see the world from the boy’s         

perspective  instead of the wolf’s. They have used these ideas to finish 

writing from this perspective. They are looking forward to seeing what     

happens next in the story as the tale of the wolf begins to unfold. In relation 

to this book, Year 5 will be looking at the for and against for whether we 

should have zoos. We imagine there will be some rather heated debates!  

Maths 

This week in Maths, we have been continuing with our Fraction Topic. We 

have begun to learn how to spot Equivalent Fractions (Fractions that are the 

same) by X or ÷ the Numerator and Denominator by the same amount. Some 

classes have been singing the Elvis song about this! (The Fraction House 

Rock!!) We have taken this learning into greater depth by using this skill to 

solve real life problems involving Equivalent Fractions as well as solving   

problems where the skill is  needed out of context! (Hard!) Next Up is using 

this skill to add and subtract  fractions with different denominators. 

Ipsley Girls KS2 Football Team = 4th Best in Worcestershire! 

On Friday 20th January the following gallantly represented Ipsley at the   

County tournament: 

Faith Harris, Isla Robinson, Zuzanna Janik, Holly McCluskey, Mya Wigg, Pru 

Lune, Maisie Britton, Caydence Motherwell and Jade Bailey. 

It was a cold, but sunny, day for the tournament. We played 4 games. We 

were unlucky in the first two matches as we lost 1-0 both times. In the first 

match  because we scored an own goal and in the second we lost with the 

last kick of the game to the eventual winners! Things improved in the third 

match as we drew    0-0 against the best footballing side in the competition. 

Proving that our defence was really strong! We finally scored three goals in 

the last game to run out 3-0 winners. Isla with 2 superbly taken goals and 

captain Maisie bagging the other! All this after Holly made 3 super saves to 

keep the opposition at bay! 

 

Well done girls. You should be very proud of your achievements!! 
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